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Editorial
Live cell imaging is that the study of living cells using timelapse microscopy. It’s employed by scientists to get a far better
understanding of biological function through the study of
cellular dynamics.
Live cell imaging was pioneered in first decade of the 21th
century.one among the primary time-lapse micro
cinematographic films of cells ever made was made by Julius
Rise, showing the fertilization and development of the ocean
urchin egg. Since then, several microscopy methods are
developed which permit researchers to review living cells in
greater detail with less effort. a more modern sort of imaging
utilizing quantum dots are used as they're shown to be more
stable. the event of holotomographic microscopy has
disregarded photo toxicity and other staining-derived
disadvantages by implementing digital staining supported
cells’ index of refraction

Phase contrast
Before the introduction of the phase contrast microscope it
had been difficult to watch living cells. As living cells are
translucent they need to be stained to be visible during a
traditional microscope . Unfortunately, the method of staining
cells generally kills the cells. With the invention of the phase
contrast microscopy it became possible to watch unstained
living cells intimately . After its introduction within the 1940s,
live cell imaging rapidly became popular using phase contrast
microscopy. The phase contrast microscope was popularized
through a series of time-lapse movies recorded employing a
film camera. Its inventor, Frits Zernike, was awarded the Nobel
prize in 1953. Other later phase contrast techniques wont to
observe unstained cells are Hoffman modulation and
differential interference contrast microscopy.

Holotomography
Holotomography (HT) may be a laser technique to live
three-dimensional index of refraction (RI) tomogram of a
microscopic sample like biological cells and tissues. Because
the RI can function an intrinsic imaging contrast for transparent
or phase objects, measurements of RI tomograms can provide
label-free quantitative imaging of microscopic phase objects.

An increasing number of investigations are using live-cell
imaging techniques to supply critical insight into the elemental
nature of cellular and tissue function, especially thanks to the
rapid advances that are currently being witnessed in fluorescent
protein and artificial fluorophore technology.
Live cell imaging has revolutionized how biologists study cells,
proteins and a mess of processes and molecular interactions.
Live cell imaging techniques allow scientists to watch cell
structures and processes in real time, and over time. The
observation of dynamic changes provides more insight into the
operations of a cell than a snapshot provided by imaging fixed
cells. Moreover, the spatial resolution of sunshine microscopy
allows observing subcellular structures, by employing a range of
fluorescent probes. Besides, since live cell imaging is a smaller
amount susceptible to experimental artifact, it always provides
more reliable and relevant information than fixed cell
microscopy. This review examines live cell imaging systems,
fluorescent probes, methodologies, and applications. Jost AP
and Waters JC published a superb article about the way to
prevent errors in using microscopes, especially when
quantitative experiments are performed

Imaging chambers
The cell chamber during imaging must provide conditions
that keep the cells functioning and permit observation with the
microscope objective. most frequently live cells are viewed with
an inverted microscope and are grown on glass coverslips. Like
for fixed cell imaging, most of the coverslips should be type No
1.5 (0.17 mm thickness), which is that the thickness that most
objectives are corrected to attenuate spherical aberrations.
Various sorts of imaging chambers exist, from the only sealed
coverslip on a slide to perfusion chambers that enable control of
the environment variables. they ought to all allow observation
of the living samples with minimal invasion. they ought to be
easily sterilized and isolated from the environment with a
canopy or seal during the observation, to avoid contamination.
Sometimes it's also required that they provide access to the cells
for the addition of reagents, changes of the medium or
microinjections.
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